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Introduction:

A holy war of conquest and extermination is being waged against America and the West, against Christians and Jews, and against infidels generally, against Israel and the United States. A generally unnoticed front in this war is the American campus, where two activist groups spearhead a propaganda campaign designed by the terrorists to make their enemies worthy of destruction and themselves “freedom fighters” against oppression.

Students for Justice in Palestine and the Muslim Students Association were created by members of the Muslim Brotherhood, an organization that spawned al-Qaeda and created Hamas, and that preaches holy war or “jihad” against the West. Both are university-funded campus groups with the same privileges that are extended to student organizations that do not spread terrorist propaganda lies or attack students with a particular ethnic background, in this case Jews.

Military savageries by groups associated with ISIS and Hamas and other terrorist organizations dominate the bloody theatres of this war, but the war itself encompasses a much larger arena. One battleground is Amer-
ica itself, where agents of the Muslim Brotherhood run interference for the terrorists by attacking their critics as “Islamophobes,” a term coined by the Brotherhood to silence its critics.

American campuses are the first front in the war of infiltration and propaganda that Islamists are waging against our country. On quads across America the propaganda agendas of the Muslim Brotherhood and its terrorist army, Hamas, are brazenly advanced. These agendas are twofold:

1. To destroy the State of Israel and the Jews who live in it. The Muslim Students Association and Students for Justice in Palestine are the chief sponsors of Boycott, Divest and Sanctions (BDS) Resolutions designed to cripple and then destroy the Jewish State. These resolutions have now been passed by 24 universities. The MSA and SJP are also sponsors of “Israeli Apartheid Weeks” and other events whose purpose is to demonize the Jewish state and make it seem worthy of destruction. These two organizations were created by operatives of the Muslim Brotherhood and are promoters of Hamas terrorist propaganda. For example the “apartheid walls” sponsored by MSA and SJP, include the infamous Hamas map which fraudulently
claims that there was a Palestinian state in 1947 that was subsequently infiltrated and occupied by Jews. The slogan members of SJP and MSA chant is the Hamas slogan: “From the River to the Sea Palestine Will Be Free.” The River is the eastern boundary of Israel and the Sea is its western boundary. So what these student groups, supported by university funds, are chanting is “Destroy the Jewish State.”

2. The second objective of the student fronts for the Muslim Brotherhood is to end free speech by stigmatizing critics of Islamic terror as “Islamophobes” and by passing university resolutions to ban open debate about Islamic oppression. Already 5 university student governments have passed resolutions – in some cases unanimously – proclaiming zero tolerance for criticism of Islam, including censure of Islamic terror, protest of Islamic oppression of women and gays, and opposition to Islamic totalitarianism in the form of Sharia Law to be imposed on all citizens.

The Jews of Israel are not the ultimate targets of this jihadist propaganda, but the first. The Islamist agenda is not only to kill Jews, but also Christians and other infi-
dels across the Middle East. Already hundreds of thousands of Christians and “apostate” Muslims have been slaughtered by Islamic terrorists in Syria and Iraq.

The time to confront the agents and supporters of Islamic terrorism on American campuses is now.

Our demands are:

• No Campus Support For Jihad Terrorists
• No Campus Privileges For Anti-Israel Hate Groups
• No Student Funding For Apartheid Hate Weeks

Join us in a series of teach-ins this fall called “Stop the Jihad on Campus” whose purpose is to raise student awareness and combat the pro-terrorist propaganda on American campuses. The time has come to end the use of our universities as staging grounds for campaigns of hatred aimed at the Jews and Christians of the Middle East and at America itself. The time has come to stop the jihad on campus.
Explanation of Our Demands:

No Campus Support For Jihad Terrorists

In the jihadist quest to bring the holy war to America, college campuses have become the focus of the most overt support for terrorist organizations like Hamas.

During the most recent war in Gaza in the summer of 2014, numerous chapters of Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) together with some chapters of the Muslim Students Association (MSA) openly declared their support for Hamas’s unprovoked aggression against Israel, part of its ongoing campaign to destroy the Jewish state. In campus demonstrations, SJP followed the Hamas propaganda line, falsely accusing Israel of horrendous war crimes, reciting the names of Gaza’s dead over loudspeakers, and holding “die-ins” to protest Israel’s attempt to defend itself against the rocket attacks started and perpetuated by Hamas. As with every recent outbreak of violence involving Israel and its terrorist adversaries, Israel was responding defensively to military attacks from its neighbors who have pledged themselves to its destruction. In the case of Operation Protective Edge, the incitement was increased rocket fire towards Israel and the horrific kidnapping and murder of three Israeli teenagers by Hamas members. Yet on American campuses, SJP and MSA portray Hamas and Palestinians as the victims, and defend their war crimes
against the Jewish state.

American campuses are also one of the strongest supporters of the Hamas-inspired international Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) campaign which is designed to weaken and destroy the Jewish state. BDS against Israel has a long and brutal history. In 1933, Nazi collaborator Haj Amin al-Husseini, head of the Palestinian Arab Executive Committee, called for a boycott of the Jews living in the Palestine Mandate which was then controlled by Britain. Starting in 1945, 15 Arab nations initiated a boycott of Israel even before it was officially recognized, expanding this effort once it formally became a state. Leaders of these nations openly stated that their goal was the “liquidation of Israel.” These are the origins of the current BDS movement that has overtaken our campuses.

In America, 24 campuses have already passed resolutions supporting BDS against Israel and another 30 campuses have considered them. The chief sponsors of these resolutions are members of Students for Justice in Palestine and the Muslim Students Association, and their leftwing allies.

Hamas propaganda is also prominently featured on the anti-Israel ‘apartheid walls’ and displays created by SJP and MSA. This propaganda includes photos of dead Palestinian children and Hamas maps that fraudulently
claim that there was a Palestinian state in 1947 that was subsequently infiltrated and occupied by Jews.

No Campus Privileges For Anti-Israel Hate Groups

Through “Israeli Apartheid Weeks” and “Nakba” (catastrophe) commemorations, phony student eviction notices and “check-point” harassments, campus organizations such as Students for Justice in Palestine and the Muslim Students Association seek to demonize Israel and its Jews and transform the Islamic terrorists into “freedom fighters.” These groups are also the main supporters and promoters of the Boycott, Divest and Sanction (BDS) campaign which was designed to further the goals of terrorist groups like Hamas to delegitimize, weaken and destroy the Jewish State.

These university-approved organizations engage in rhetoric and activities that clearly fall under the U.S. government’s official definition of “anti-Semitism.” They deny the Jewish people - and only the Jewish people - their right to self-determination; they demand that Israel live up to standards not expected of any other nation; they deploy classic anti-Semitic imagery and libels; they demonize Israel – the most tolerant nation in the Middle East – as an “apartheid state” and hold all Jews collectively responsible for the perceived actions of the Israeli state.
These anti-Jewish events violate the most basic and universally held codes of student behavior promulgated by university administrations. Their sponsoring groups operate on university facilities, and with the support of university funds even though their hateful behaviors are explicitly forbidden under the rules of conduct administrators have promulgated, and which are invoked to protect every ethnic group but Jews.

Universities are obligated to enforce their own codes of conduct for all student organizations equally. Campus hate groups like SJP are entitled to exist, but they are not entitled to official university recognition, privileges and funding.

No Student Funding For Apartheid Hate Weeks

Every year at dozens of campuses across America, the terrorist-affiliated campus hate groups Students for Justice in Palestine and the Muslim Students Association hold week-long propaganda festivals whose sole purpose is to demonize Israel and drive it into extinction.

These so-called “Israeli Apartheid Weeks” compare Israel, the only liberal democracy in the Middle East and the only nation in that region to fully uphold the rights of religious minorities, women, and homosexuals, to apartheid-era South Africa.
Apartheid Weeks typically feature extremist anti-Israel and anti-Semitic speakers such as Omar Barghouti, founder of the current BDS movement, or Amir Abdul Malik Ali who has compared the Jews to Nazis and openly expressed support for Hamas, Hezbollah and Islamic Jihad. Students construct “apartheid walls” meant to mimic the defensive border fence between Israel and Gaza which they plaster with anti-Israel and anti-Semitic propaganda including photos of dead Palestinian children and Hamas maps which fraudulently claim that there was a Palestinian state in 1947 that was subsequently infiltrated and occupied by Jews. Some chapters organize mock-checkpoints to harass students as they attempt to go to class or ceremonies to honor the Palestinian dead.

Universities would not provide funding to hate-fests targeting any other nation or minority, but they regularly underwrite the costs associated with bringing Israeli Apartheid Week to campus. This is a double-standard that needs to end.
Students for Justice in Palestine

*excerpted, with edits, from the pamphlet Muslim Hate Groups on Campus by Daniel Greenfield

Students for Justice in Palestine is a radical anti-Israel organization that makes no attempt to hide its agenda of obliterating the Jewish state. SJP has deep ties to the MSA and its parent organization, the Muslim Brotherhood.

Students for Justice in Palestine was created in Berkeley in 2001. Originally describing itself as a coalition, SJP was constructed by experienced Islamist and Marxist activists for the sole purpose of waging a campus war against the Jewish state. The year 2000 marked the beginning of the Second Intifada against Israel, the Intifada of the suicide bombers. This Intifada also coincided with a growth in the power of Hamas and an intensification of the political left’s animus against Israel and the Jews. It was the backdrop against which SJP was born.

Hatem Bazian, a senior lecturer in Near Eastern and Ethnic Studies at UC Berkeley, is a cofounder of the organization who achieved national notoriety in 2004 by calling for an Intifada in the United States. Bazian had
come to America from Nablus, a Hamas stronghold. Before starting SJP at Berkeley, he had served as president of the General Union of Palestinian Students at San Francisco State University. The GUPS is the worldwide student arm of the terrorist PLO, a fact which caused it to be banned in Germany after the Munich Olympics massacre.

Jewish students remember Bazian’s years at San Francisco State as years of terror. Bazian worked his way up through the student government while conducting a private war against Jewish students. Any students with Jewish last names who aspired to student government positions were interrogated about their views on Israel and rejected even if they were in favor of a two-state solution. A mural was commissioned for the campus depicting Malcolm X surrounded by skulls and crossbones and Stars of David. When protests followed, Jewish students were barred from Bazian’s press conference in support of the mural.

In response to the Anti-Defamation League’s attempts to monitor hate on campus and train Jewish students to counter bigotry, Bazian accused Hillel – the campus’s main Jewish organization – of serving as the ADL’s spy network and drummed up a campaign of vilification against it. Jewish students were accused of acting as Hillel spies and evicted from meetings.
Bazian and his cronies also attacked the student newspaper, the Golden Gater, when it refused to print their accusations; they destroyed hundreds of copies of the paper while shouting anti-Semitic slurs. Rabbi Doug Kahn of the San Francisco Jewish Community Relations Council said, “Hatem Bazian was more responsible than any other student on campus for trying to make life miserable for Jewish students.”

The vice president for academic affairs admitted that numerous students had reported anti-Semitic behavior by Bazian. A Jewish student from the USSR said that because of Bazian’s agitations she was “more scared than ever of anti-Semitism.” Bazian moved on to Berkeley and headed the Muslim Students Association while he was a doctoral student. In 1999, he appeared at the “United for al-Quds” conference in Santa Clarita, California, co-sponsored by the American Muslim Alliance and the Holy Land Foundation. The HLF was later shut down as a Hamas funder and front, and its officers were put on trial.

Bazian founded the American Muslim Association with another Berkeley grad and University of California professor, Agha Saeed. The AMA’s support of Hamas eventually led Hillary Clinton to return Saeed’s contributions to her campaign. When Hamas won the Gaza elections in 2006, Bazian called it “a monumental event.” In one essay he described Hamas as “a classical
anti-colonial nationalist and religious guerrilla movement.”

Students for Justice in Palestine bears Bazian’s stamp. It works with other Hamas front groups, in particular the Islamic Association of Palestine and American Muslims for Palestine. The IAP was created by a Hamas leader and raised money for the terrorist organization. One of the speakers at the conference was Sami al-Arian, the head of Palestinian Islamic Jihad in America, a terrorist organization responsible for more than one hundred suicide-bombing murders. Bazian himself was the founder of American Muslims for Palestine, a group that coordinated with SJP and provided training to SJP activists, and whose board and leadership also included Hamas fundraisers.

For all its pretense of being a secular organization committed to democracy, SJP is, in fact, a partisan of Islamist terrorists. It is committed to a life-and-death struggle against Israel and hostile to any students, both Jewish and non-Jewish, who have the temerity to defend it. The SJP’s campus focus on Gaza coincided with the rise of Hamas’s rule there. Its verbal – and sometimes physical – violence against Jewish students and faculty coincided with the violence of the Second Intifada, and its assaults on the memory of the Holocaust echoed Hamas’s own Holocaust denial.
The Muslim Students Association*

*excerpted from the pamphlet Muslim Hate Groups on Campus by Daniel Greenfield

The Muslim Students Association (MSA) is a national organization with chapters on campuses across the nation. Not every chapter of the MSA actively engages in anti-Israel and anti-Semitic activism, but none has condemned them or dissociated itself from the national organization to which they are formally affiliated.

The national MSA is both the instigator and a staunch defender of anti-Jewish speakers and events. When the University of Southern California removed from the campus MSA website the infamous saying of the Prophet Mohammed calling on Muslims to “fight the Jews and kill them” the national association protested this action as “religious persecution.”

There is a reason for this attitude. While it may pose as just another campus “cultural pride” group, the Muslim Students Association was created by members of the Muslim Brotherhood some fifty years ago; and Brotherhood front groups are closely associated with the MSA to this day.

The Muslim Brotherhood was founded in Egypt
in 1928 by Hassan al-Banna, an Islamic fundamentalist who was an open admirer of Adolf Hitler. Its doctrines combine a fundamentalist Islamic outlook with Nazi and Marxist influences. In 1948, the year Israel was struggling to be born, Hassan al-Banna said, “If the Jewish State becomes a fact, the Arabs will drive the Jews who live in their midst into the sea.” This is still the goal of the members of the Muslim Students Association and Students for Justice in Palestine, whose campus chant is “From the river to the sea, Palestine will be free.” (Israel is bounded by the Jordan River to the east and the Mediterranean Sea to the west.)

The Muslim Brotherhood’s leading thinker, Sayyid Qutb, wrote in an essay called “Our Struggle with the Jews”: “Behind the doctrine of atheistic materialism was a Jew; behind the doctrine of animalistic sexuality was a Jew; and behind the destruction of the family and the shattering of sacred relationships in society...was a Jew.” This is Nazi doctrine in its pure form.

The current spiritual leader of the Brotherhood, Sheikh Yusuf Qaradawi, made the following statement on Al-Jazeera TV in 2005: “Throughout history Allah has imposed on [the Jews] people who would punish them for their corruption. The last punishment was carried out by Hitler.... Allah willing, the next time will be at the hands of the believers.”
John Guandolo, a former FBI special agent, describes the Muslim Students Association as “a recruitment tool to bring Muslims into the Brotherhood.” This would explain why the training camps it sponsors in the summer for its budding cadre are dominated by officers of the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) and the Islamic Circle of North America, two Brotherhood fronts. Because the Muslim Students Association’s principal function is recruitment, its chapters often keep a low political profile and allow their sister organization, Students for Justice in Palestine, to engage in more aggressive political activities. However, a large number of former Muslim Students Association leaders have gone on to become leading figures in terrorist organizations such as Al-Qaeda. Anwar al-Awlaki, for instance, was MSA president at Colorado State University before he became the leader of external operations for Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. Ziyad Khaleel, was MSA president at Columbia College before he became Al-Qaeda’s procurement agent in the United States. Abu Mansoor al-Amriki, onetime MSA president at the University of South Alabama, is now the spokesman for the Al-Qaeda affiliate in Somalia. Wa’el Hamza Julaidan was MSA president at the University of Arizona before he became a co-founder of Al-Qaeda.

Some former MSA presidents are in prison on terrorism charges or actively involved in illegal activities. Abdul Rahman Alamoudi, a former MSA national presi-
dent, is serving a 23-year sentence for illegal transac-
tions with a state sponsor of terrorism. The president of
the Montgomery College MSA, Ali AsadChandia, was
sentenced to 15 years for providing material support
to terrorists. The president of the MSA DC Council,
RamyZamzam, was convicted in Pakistan of attempt-
ing to join the Taliban. Jamal Barzini, co-founder of
the Muslim Students Association, was named in a fed-
eral affidavit as being “not only closely associated with
PIJ (Palestinian Islamic Jihad), but also with Hamas.”
Two other Muslim Students Association co-founders,
Hisham al-Talib and Ahmed Totanji, were also officers
of the “Safa Group,” which funneled money to terrorist
front groups.

The Muslim Students Association has also raised
money for terrorist support groups such as Global Re-
lief Foundation, an Al-Qaeda front, and the Holy Land
Foundation, a Hamas front. Barzini, al-Talib and To-
tanji were signatories to a letter promising support to
the leaders of Palestinian Islamic Jihad, an organization
founded by Brotherhood members and headquartered
in Syria that has killed more than a hundred civilians
in suicide bombings in Israel. The lead signatory to this
letter, TahaJaber al-Alwani, was the chairman of the
Fiqh Council of North America, which originated in the
Religious Affairs Committee of the Muslim Students
Association and was also targeted in the Operation
Green Quest raids. In one article, al-Awlani claimed that
the Jews had exploited the Holocaust “to ensure that the world – the whole world – remain beneath them.” Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, a founder of Hamas and member of the Muslim Brotherhood, whose martyr’s portrait adorns the MSA’s Israeli Apartheid Walls on U.S. campuses, publicly declared that “reconciliation with the Jews is a crime.” Sheikh Yassin was responsible for more than 380 terrorist killings. But when Israeli forces finally put an end to Yassin’s bloody career, the national Muslim Students Association issued a strongly worded condemnation praising his terrorist organization as “the Islamic Resistance Movement (HAMAS)

It is no wonder, then, that the internal extremism of the Brotherhood shines through the MSA –through its leaders, its speakers and its publications. Al-Talib, the magazine of the MSA chapter at UCLA, praised Osama Bin Laden “as a freedom fighter… who has forsaken wealth and power to fight in Allah’s cause.” Al-Kalima, the publication of the MSA chapter at the University of California, Irvine, ran an article glorifying Hamas, and asserting that Israeli executions of its leaders “will embolden the organization and those within it by making them stronger and eventually allowing them to succeed and reap the rewards they seek.”
Stop The Jihad on Campus

During the coming fall term, from October 26 - November 6, 2015, the David Horowitz Freedom Center will be holding a series of “Stop the Jihad on Campus” teach-ins. These events will raise student awareness about the Islamic jihad, and combat the pro-terrorist propaganda of Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood which has become a familiar presence on American campuses.

These teach-ins will feature speakers such as David Horowitz, Daniel Pipes, Nonie Darwish and others who can expose the truth about the Campus Jihad and the steps we must take to thwart it. Participating students may also distribute literature, organize campus film screenings, participate in postering campaigns and hold silent vigils outside the campus offices of SJP to raise awareness of these pressing concerns.

A Centerpiece of this Campaign will be Silent Vigils outside the University-Provided Student Union Offices of SJP and MSA

The Vigils will feature placards with the facts about SJP and MSA support for terrorism, along with our demands that their campus offices and privileges be removed.
These placards summarize the facts and demands of our campaign using clear and succinct language and inarguable facts.

**Sample placard on why SJP should be denied campus privileges including office space:**

The university provides Students for Justice in Palestine with campus offices and university funding. SJP uses these privileges to support terrorist organizations like **Hamas**, the **Muslim Brotherhood** and the **PLO**.

SJP openly allies itself with the genocidal campaign to cleanse the Middle East of Jews and destroy the Jewish State. It spreads the propaganda lies of the Islamic terrorists designed to destroy the state of Israel.

Yet this pro-terrorist propaganda group is the generous beneficiary of university offices and financial support from student funds. No other group dedicated to spreading hate against any other ethnicity or people would be granted these privileges. This outrage must end.

**Sample placard on the purpose of the hate-fests known as “Israeli Apartheid Weeks”:**

Every year SJP sponsors “Israeli Apartheid Weeks”
– sometimes called “Palestine Awareness Weeks” – which feature “apartheid walls” covered in anti-Jewish lies and pro-terrorist propaganda. The sole purpose of these “Israeli Apartheid Weeks” is to demonize Israel and promote its extinction.

The fake “apartheid walls” honor mass murderers like Sheik Yassin, the founder of Hamas, who was responsible for killing nearly 400 Jewish women, children and civilian men. They include cartoons of Jews in airplanes targeting Palestinian children. They feature fraudulent maps created by Hamas which portray Palestine as a state that existed in 1947 and was then infiltrated and overrun by Jews. This genocidal propaganda must not be supported by student funds.

**How to Organize a Silent Vigil**

Holding a silent vigil outside the Student Union offices of SJP, MSA, or other groups promoting the campus jihad—even one of short duration—is a powerful way to raise awareness of jihadist propaganda on campus. You should also use this protest to formally issue the demand that the campus privileges for these groups, including their funding and access to student union offices, be rescinded.

A day or two before your vigil, send a press release to your campus newspaper and other local media de-
scribing when and where the protest will occur. Include information about SJP and/or MSA’s roots in Islamic Jihad and the atrocities that are being committed against Jews, Christians, and Muslims who do not support the Jihad abroad.

Come to the vigil prepared with a printed list of your demands for your campus president or chancellor and make sure to also email these demands to the president’s office.

We have created placards which detail specific facts about SJP and MSA’s support for terrorism and state the many reasons why their university privileges, including campus offices and funding, should be rescinded. These placards are available in the “Resources” section of our website and are also included as an appendix to this guide.

Print out copies of these placards and display them at your silent vigil, either by holding them, or by affixing them to the wall nearby. You may customize these placards to fit the specific actions of SJP and MSA on your campus.

Please make sure to remain peaceful even if SJP members or others provoke you. We encourage you to abide by the rules and regulations of your college or university when holding a vigil or silent protest. Bring
a camera with video capability, both to capture images of your vigil that we can use in media coverage and to record any angry comments or physical aggression directed at your vigil.

If you are planning to hold a vigil or silent protest, please contact our office at info@stopthejihadoncampus.org or email Lonny at Lonny@horowitzfreedomcenter.org.

**Organizing a Teach-in—How to Get Started:**

So you want to defend your university against the Campus Jihad and the genocidal propaganda of the SJP zealots, but you’re not sure what the next step is? Fortunately, it’s easy. There are many ways you can participate in this movement—holding a silent vigil outside the campus offices of SJP or MSA, bringing in speakers and hosting panel discussions, distributing literature, screening videos, or doing opposition research on your local SJP or MSA chapter. We are here to help you.

A campus teach-in can be shaped to fit any schedule and budget. Some campuses may choose to hold larger events such as hosting panel discussions or keynote speakers while others may simply set up an information booth to distribute literature or hold a film screening. Whatever your budget and schedule, we want to work with you and support you.
We are planning to hold dozens of teach-ins at campuses all across the country during the 2015-2016 academic year. We hope to concentrate these events during a two-week window in the fall from October 26-November 6, so as to garner the maximum possible media attention, but if these dates don’t work for you, you can still hold a teach-in at a time that works for your group.

Join with this growing campus movement to expose and confront the jihad on campus and the campus hate groups responsible for perpetuating it.

To get involved today, email info@stopthejihadon-campus.org or visit www.stopthejihadoncampus.org for more information and ammunition to fight the Campus Jihad.

**Ways to Participate:**

1. **Hold a Silent Vigil Outside the Offices of SJP or MSA:**

   As detailed in the section above, silent vigils outside the university-provided offices of SJP or MSA will be a centerpiece of our campaign. The Vigils will feature placards with the facts about SJP’s and MSA’s support for terrorism, along with our demands that their campus offices and privileges be removed.
A silent vigil is a powerful way to raise awareness of jihadist propaganda on campus. You should also use this protest to formally issue the demand that the campus privileges for these groups, including their funding and access to student union offices, be rescinded.

A day or two before your vigil, send a press release to your campus newspaper and other local media describing when and where the protest will occur. Include information about SJP and/or MSA’s roots in Islamic Jihad and the atrocities that are being committed against Jews, Christians, and Muslims who do not support the Jihad abroad.

Come to the vigil prepared with a printed list of your demands for your campus president or chancellor and make sure to also email these demands to the president’s office.

We have created placards which detail specific facts about SJP and MSA’s support for terrorism and state the many reasons why their university privileges, including campus offices and funding, should be rescinded. These placards are available in the “Resources” section of our website and are also included as an appendix to this guide.

Print out copies of these placards and display them at your silent vigil, either by holding them, or by affix-
ing them to the wall nearby. You may customize these placards to fit the specific actions of SJP and MSA on your campus.

Please make sure to remain peaceful even if SJP members or others provoke you. We encourage you to abide by the rules and regulations of your college or university when holding a vigil or silent protest. Bring a camera with video capability, both to capture images of your vigil that we can use in media coverage and to record any angry comments or physical aggression directed at your vigil.

If you are planning to hold a vigil or silent protest, please contact our office at info@stopthejihadoncampus.org or email Lonny at Lonny@horowitzfreedomcenter.org.

2. Invite a Speaker or Host a Panel:

We’ve compiled a dynamic roster of speakers who will tell the truth about the campus jihad and the climate hatred and intolerance it has created on American campuses. Have another idea for a speaker? Call us and we can discuss it and see if we can make it happen.

Make sure to submit a formal request to your student activities office or student government to fund a speaker or teach-in on the campus jihad. A denial of your request for student activities funding—particular-
ly if these funds have been used to fund jihadist speakers in the past—could focus attention on the message of the teach-ins and might be used to generate publicity for the events themselves. If your organization does not have funds to bring in a keynote speaker, we have several low or no-cost ways to participate in the campaign including hosting a film screening and distributing literature on campus.

The Freedom Center can help fund the costs involved in bringing a speaker to campus, including honorariums and travel costs, but make sure to first apply to your college or university for funding.

**Possible speakers on Stopping the Jihad on Campus:**

**Dr. Richard Cravatts**

Dr. Richard Cravatts is the president of Scholars for Peace in the Middle East, an organization dedicated to assisting college faculty in developing effective responses to the ideological distortions—including anti-Semitic and anti-Zionist slanders—that poison debate and work against peace. His speeches explore the growing phenomenon of Israel-hatred and covert anti-Semitism on university campuses, which poses a fundamental threat to North American society.
Nonie Darwish
Nonie Darwish is an Egyptian-American human rights activist, founder of “Arabs for Israel,” and is Director of “Former Muslims United.” She is the author of Now They Call Me Infidel: Why I Renounced Jihad for America, Israel, and the War on Terror, Cruel and Usual Punishment: The Terrifying Implications of Islamic Law and The Devil We Don’t Know: The Dark Side of Revolutions in the Middle East. She is the daughter of an Egyptian Army lieutenant who was called a “shahid” by the Egyptian president Gamal Abdel Nasser after being killed by the IDF in 1956.

Ben Shapiro
Ben Shapiro is editor-in-chief of DailyWire.com, as well as editor-at-large of Breitbart News. Shapiro is the author of six books, including The New York Times bestseller, “Bullies: How the Left’s Culture of Fear and Intimidation Silences America” (2012). Shapiro is also a nationally syndicated columnist since age 17, a graduate of UCLA and Harvard Law School, and the host of The Morning Answer on KRLA 870 in Los Angeles and KTIE 590 in Orange County. Shapiro has led the fight against boycott, divestment, and sanctions against Israel on America’s campus, famously crashing UCLA’s BDS hearing to singlehandedly stop the vote against Jew-hatred.
Jamie Glazov

Jamie Glazov is the editor of Frontpage Magazine, the David Horowitz Freedom Center’s premier online news publication. He holds a Ph.D. in History with a specialty in Russian, U.S. and Canadian foreign policy. He is the author of the critically acclaimed and best-selling, United in Hate: The Left’s Romance with Tyranny and Terror. His new book is High Noon For America. He also serves as the host of Frontpage’s television show, The Glazov Gang.

David Horowitz

David Horowitz was one of the founders of the New Left in the 1960s and an editor of its largest magazine, Ramparts. In his memoir, Radical Son (1996), he traces his journey from red diaper baby to conservative activist. Horowitz has written numerous other books on topics ranging from the leftist takeover of academia to the “unholy alliance” between Islamic jihad and the American left. He is the chairman and founder of the David Horowitz Freedom Center which is dedicated to the defense of free societies whose moral, cultural and economic foundations are under attack by enemies both secular and religious, at home and abroad.

Dr. Charles Jacobs

Dr. Charles Jacobs, named by the Forward as one of America’s top 50 Jewish leaders, Jacobs has helped initiate several organizations and efforts that have become
important Jewish and human rights assets:

1. Charles partnered with Andrea Levin to found the Boston branch of CAMERA (Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America) which became CAM-ERA’s national office.

2. Throughout the 1990’s, Charles’ American Anti-Slavery Group brought international attention to the enslavement of Africans in Sudan by Islamist Khartoum regime. Charles flew -- illegally -- into South Sudan severally times to help redeem thousands of African slaves from Arab masters. For this, he was presented with the first Boston Freedom Award by Mayor Thomas Menino and Coretta Scott King.

3. In 2002, Charles co-founded The David Project, which prepared students in over 100 Jewish high schools to make Israel’s case on campus.

Today, Charles’ Americans for Peace and Tolerance exposes and combats anti-Israel professors and text books on campuses and in high schools. Northeastern University dismissed three anti-Israel staff members after APT released its video exposes.
Daniel Pipes
Daniel Pipes is president of the Middle East Forum. His bi-weekly column appears regularly in the Washington Times and in newspapers around the globe, including the Israel Hayom (Israel), La Razón (Spain), Liberal (Italy), National Post (Canada), and The Australian. CBS Sunday Morning says Daniel Pipes was “years ahead of the curve in identifying the threat of radical Islam.” He is the author of sixteen books on radical Islam, Syria and the Middle East.

Robert Spencer
Robert Spencer is the director of Jihad Watch, a program of the David Horowitz Freedom Center, and the author of thirteen books, including two New York Times bestsellers, The Truth About Muhammad and The Politically Incorrect Guide to Islam (and the Crusades) (both Regnery). Recent books he has written include Did Muhammad Exist? An Inquiry Into Islam’s Obscure Origins (ISI) and Not Peace But A Sword: The Great Chasm Between Christianity and Islam (Catholic Answers). His latest book is Arab Winter Comes to America: The Truth About the War We’re In (Regnery).

Bill Whittle
Bill Whittle is a conservative writer, film producer and TV editor. He entered the conservative blogosphere in 2002 with his blog EJECT! EJECT! EJECT!
Essays he wrote for his blog were compiled into his first book, Silent America: Essays from a Democracy at War (2005). He was hired by PJTV in 2008 where he hosted such shows as Afterburner, National Security Review, and Middle East Update. Whittle has also been a frequent speaker at Tea Party rallies and events and continues to independently produce essays and film segments. His work can be found on his new website, www.billwhittle.com.

3. Demand a Response from Your Administration

If your campus has been targeted with jihadist propaganda by SJP or MSA and their allies, now is the time to call them to account. We can help you. First, document these organizations’ activities. Check out the websites of your local chapters and the quotes and links they display. Monitor their Facebook pages as well as their Twitter and Instagram accounts to see if their materials support Hamas, ISIS, or other jihadist enemies. Take screenshots of anything incriminating and compile a record that you can bring to your administration to demand action. Attend SJP and MSA events, take notes, and record them on video or audio. Again, we can help.

If you find that your campus chapters of SJP and MSA are violating university policy by publishing incitements to violence against Jews or other minorities or publishing jihadist propaganda, request a meeting
with your college president or dean of students and ask that they take disciplinary action against these groups and rescind their university privileges and funding.

Please send your research to info@stopthejihadon-campus.org. We will help you publicize what you find and can bring additional pressure to bear. Quotes and photos are your ammunition.

4. **Distribute Pamphlets**

Reveal the truth about the campus jihad and the true origins and goals of MSA and SJP by distributing provocative and informative booklets to your campus community. Browse through the list of pamphlets below and order copies of any or all of them to be delivered to your campus mailbox for free.

Then set up a table at a central location on campus (make sure you request the appropriate permits if necessary) and distribute literature to your fellow students. Make sure to have a camera with video capability on hand to record pictures and video of any heated exchanges or incidents.

The pamphlets most relevant to this campaign are Daniel Greenfield’s *Students for Justice in Palestine: A Hate Group and Muslim Hate Groups on Campus* and Robert Spencer’s *Muslim Brotherhood in America.*
The Full List of Freedom Center Titles Includes:

*Students for Justice in Palestine: A Hate Group*
*Muslim Hate Groups on Campus*
*Muslim Brotherhood in America*
*Barack Obama’s Unholy Alliance: A Romance With Islamism*
*The Violent Oppression of Women in Islam*
*Islamic Apartheid*
*Muslim Persecution of Christians*
*Islamophobia: Thought Crime of the Totalitarian Future*
*Faces of Palestine*
*Stolen History: How the Palestinians and Their Allies Attack Israel’s Right to Exist*
*Genocidal Liberalism: The University’s Jihad Against Israel and Jews*

We will provide these informational materials free of charge to students who will distribute them on campus. To order pamphlets for your campus, please contact us at info@stopthejihadoncampus.org.

5. **Screen a film**

Organizing a campus film screening is one of the most cost-effective ways to promote awareness of the jihad on campus. A film screening can also provide the backdrop for a discussion of the issues showcased in
the film and is a good occasion to distribute literature. Films available for screening are listed below.

Make sure to reserve a room equipped with the necessary audio-visual equipment and to publicize the screening through campus bulletin boards and social media.

**Possible films include:**

*Crossing the Line II: The New Face of Anti-Semitism on Campus*

*Crossing The Line II* is a powerful 30-minute film exposing the growing anti-Israel sentiment taking root on college campuses across North America, including its connection to Islamic Jihad. It is available online and for campus screenings. If you would like to hold a screening of this film, please let us know and we can send you materials to accompany your event.

To request *Crossing the Line II* or for more information on holding a film screening, please contact Yoni Mann at yoni@jerusalemU.org. Please also email us at info@stopthejihadoncampus.org to let us know that you plan to hold a screening on your campus.

You may also screen several shorter videos on subjects related to the jihad on campus which are available
online and conduct a discussion afterwards. If you do this, make sure that you have the appropriate audio-visual equipment to play online videos on a larger screen. Good videos to consider for this purpose are:

*BDS: The Attempt to Strangle Israel* produced by PragerUniversity

*Say NO to BDS* produced by StandWithUs

*Privileged Hatred: Students for Justice in Palestine* produced by theorganizationAmericans for Peace and Tolerance

These films and others can be viewed on our website at www.stopthejihadoncampus.org.

**Holding Multiple Events**

Some student organizers will be eager to host several of these suggested events on campus, combining them into a week-long teach-in program. Others may feel that their time only permits one or two activities. Whatever your schedule and budget, we encourage you to participate to the extent that you are able. Even hosting a film screening or distributing literature will challenge the propaganda of the Campus Jihad.
Media Exposure and Funding:

To ensure that your activism gets the greatest media exposure and attention possible, we strongly encourage you to appoint a communications director/press secretary whose job it will be to attract campus and local media attention for your teach-in. Communications directors will also work directly with our office to promote these events. Email info@stopthejihadoncampus.org for more information.

Other Groups

If there are other groups on campus who share your agendas, form a coordinating committee to plan the events and deal with the media. Co-hosting events will help to increase your budget and your potential audience.

Appendix I: Placards for Silent Vigils at the Offices of SJP and MSA

[Note: These placards reference SJP, but if you are holding a silent vigil at the offices of the Muslim Students Association (MSA) or another related group, you may adapt them to reference that group depending on the actions of these groups on your campus.]
Placard 1:

The university provides Students for Justice in Palestine with campus offices and university funding. SJP uses these privileges to support terrorist organizations like Hamas, the Muslim Brotherhood and the PLO.

SJP openly allies itself with the genocidal campaign to cleanse the Middle East of Jews and destroy the Jewish State. It spreads the propaganda lies of the Islamic terrorists designed to destroy the state of Israel.

Yet this pro-terrorist propaganda group is the generous beneficiary of university offices and financial support from student funds. No other group dedicated to spreading hate against any other ethnicity or people would be granted these privileges. This outrage must end.

Placard 2:

Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) has openly declared its support for the unprovoked
aggressions of the terrorist organization Hamas against Israel.

SJP holds die-ins and other protests falsely accusing Israel of war crimes while inciting hatred against the Jewish state and its supporters.

SJP is the chief campus supporter of the Hamas-inspired international Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) campaign, which has been denounced by former Harvard president Larry Summers as anti-Semitic, and whose sole purpose is to weaken and destroy the Jewish state.

*Placard 3:*

These are our demands:

- No Campus Offices or Support For Jihad Terrorists

- No Campus Privileges For Anti-Israel Hate Groups

- No Student Funding For Apartheid Hate Weeks
Placard 4:

Every year SJP sponsors “Israeli Apartheid Weeks” – sometimes called “Palestine Awareness Weeks” – which feature “apartheid” walls” covered in anti-Jewish lies and pro-terrorist propaganda. The sole purpose of these “Israeli Apartheid Weeks” is to demonize Israel and promote its extinction.

The fake “apartheid walls” honor mass murderers like Sheik Yassin, the founder of Hamas, who was responsible for killing nearly 400 Jewish women, children and civilian men. They include cartoons of Jews in airplanes targeting Palestinian children. They feature fraudulent maps created by Hamas which portray Palestine as a state that existed in 1947 and then was infiltrated and overrun by Jews. This genocidal propaganda must not be supported by student funds.
Placard 5:

Every year SJP sponsors “Nakba” [catastrophe] commemorations to mourn the creation of the Jewish state and to promote the lie that Israel was built on “Arab land.” In fact Israel was created on land that belonged to the Turks (who are not Arabs) for the previous 400 years.

The Jewish state was created exactly the way Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Iraq were created – out of the ruins of the Turkish Ottoman Empire. To promote their genocidal lies SJP members harass Jewish students with phony eviction notices and mock “check-points” on campus.

Placard 6:

SJP is a hate group according to the State Department definition.

The sole purpose of SJP is to demonize Israel and its Jews while characterizing Islamic terrorists as “freedom fighters.”
To spread its hate, SJP invites anti-Semitic speakers, advocates of violence against women, gay-bashers and supporters of terrorism to come to campus to speak. These speakers include Holocaust denier Norman Finkelstein and Amir Abdel Malik Ali, who has compared the Jews to Nazis and openly expressed support for Hamas, Hezbollah and Islamic Jihad.

*Placard 7:*

SJP members have violated campus rules by disrupting pro-Israel events and speakers, at times threatening violence.

Many SJP chapters have policies forbidding civil dialogue with defenders of Jews, claiming that it offers them legitimacy they do not deserve. This violates campus codes of civility and creates an atmosphere in which civil discourse becomes impossible.
Placard 8:

Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) is an organization created by operatives of the Muslim Brotherhood. It promotes the terror propaganda of Hamas, an offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood.

On campuses across America, SJP chants the Hamas slogan “From the River to the Sea, Palestine Will Be Free.” The Jordan River is the eastern boundary of the state of Israel and the Mediterranean Sea is its western boundary. The SJP chant is a call for the destruction of the Jewish state and the ethnic cleansing of Jews from the Middle East, which is the stated goal not only of Hamas but of the PLO, and is the real goal of the Palestinian cause.
This Hamas propaganda map which shows Israel occupying Palestinian land is a genocidal lie designed to help finish the job that Hitler started. SJP and MSA reproduce this map on their propaganda materials and “apartheid walls,” supporting this Hamas fiction.

Israel was created out of land belonging to the Turks of the former Ottoman Empire, not Palestinians or Arabs. The same Turkish land mass was used to create the Arab states of Iraq, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon.